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Abstract

Reduction of hydrogen embrittlement on
Electrogalvanized Ultra High Strength Steels

Adam Haglund

Ultra-high strength steels is known to be susceptible for hydrogen embrittlement at
very low concentrations of hydrogen. In this thesis three methods to prevent or
reduce the hydrogen embrittlement in martensitic steel, with tensile strength of 1500
MPa, were studied. First, a barrier layer of aluminium designed to prevent hydrogen
to enter the steel, which were deposited by vacuum evaporation. Second, a
decarburization process of the steels surface designed to mitigate the induced
stresses from cutting. Last, a hydrogen relief treatment at 150°C for 11 days and
200°C for 4 days, to reduce the hydrogen concentration in the steel. The effect of the
hydrogen embrittlement was analyzed by manual measurements of the elongations
after a slow strain rate testing at 5*10^-6 mm/s, and the time to fracture in an in-situ
constant load test with a current density of 1.92 mA/cm2 in a 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution.
The barrier layer showed an increase in time to fracture, but also a decrease in
elongations. The decarburized steel had a small increase in the time to fracture, but
not enough to make it a feasible process. The hydrogen relief treatment showed a
general decrease in hydrogen concentrations, but the elongation measurements was
irregular although with a tendency for improvement. The simplicity of the hydrogen
relief treatment makes it an interesting process to reduce the influence of hydrogen
embrittlement. However, more investigations are necessary.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
Inom bilindustrin så läggs i dagsläget mycket resurser på att göra fordonen mer miljövänliga 

genom att bland annat minska bränsleåtgången. En väg att göra detta är att försöka minska 

vikten hos fordonet. Att minska fordonets vikt kan göras genom att byta till mer hållfasta 

material. Ett mer hållfast material kräver mindre massa för att bära samma last, vilket leder till 

ett lättare fordon. Ultrahöghållfasta stål passar bra att använda på många säkerhetsdetaljer 

utan att tumma på säkerhetsaspekter. Bland annat så används ultrahöghållfasta stål till 

krockbalkar och liknande energiupptagande detaljer i bilar. För att detaljen inte ska korrodera 

under bilens livslängd behöver man även ett korrosionsskydd, vilket säkerställer att detaljen 

inte förlorar sin hållfasthet.  

Korrosionsskyddet på ultrahöghållfasta stål görs genom att belägga stålet med zink i en 

elförzinkningsprocess. Detta sker genom att en rulle av stål körs igenom ett bad som 

innehåller zink och en hög ström läggs genom badet mot stålet, vilket gör att man får en 

beläggning av zink på stålets yta. Elförzinkningen kan dock ge upphov till att väte tränger in i 

stålet. Väte i ultrahöghållfasta stål kan sedan ge upphov till så kallad väteförsprödning. Denna 

försprödning kan som resultat göra att sprickor uppstår när stålet bearbetas. Ett av problemen 

är att stål med högre hållfasthet är känsligare för väte och därmed lättare försprödas. 

Sprickorna som uppkommer vid väteförsprödningen behöver inte heller uppstå på engång 

utan kan ibland upptäckas långt efter att detaljen bearbetats och ingen annan påfrestning på 

stålet har skett. Detta gör väteförsprödningen till ett lömskt fenomen och är mycket angeläget 

att förhindra.  

I arbetet så har tre olika metoder för att förhindra väteförsprödning undersökts.  

 Barriärlager; där en aluminium beläggning gjordes i vakuum förångning, där tanken är 

att hindra väte från att ta sig in i stålet under elförzinkningen.  

 Ytavkolning; då stålet blir mjukare när kolhalten är lägre så skulle ett delvis avkolat 

stål kunna ge en bättre klippkant, vilket kan minska risken för sprickbildning.  

 Väteutdrivning; där ett redan elförzinkat stål läggs i en ugn under en längre tid. Detta 

görs för att öka vätets rörelse i stålet, som då skulle leda till att vätet lämnar stålet 

snabbare. När stålet tas ut ur ugnen kommer vätehalten att ha minskat och 

förhoppningsvis reducerat risken för väteförsprödning.  
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Nomenclature 
 

AIDE – Adsorption-Induced Dislocation Emission 

CCE – Cathode Current Efficiency  

CL – Constant Load test 

CVD – Chemical Vapor Deposition 

HAC – Hydrogen Assisted Cracking 

HE – Hydrogen Embrittlement 

HEDE – Hydrogen-Enhanced Decohesion 

HEE – Hydrogen Environment Embrittlement  

HELP – Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plasticity 

HER – Hydrogen Evolution Reaction 

IHE – Internal Hydrogen Embrittlement 

LME – Liquid-Metal Embrittlement 

LOM – Light Optical Microscopy 

MVC – Micro-Void Coalescence 

OES – Optical Emissions Spectrometer 

PVD – Physical Vapor Deposition 

SCC – Stress Corrosion Cracking 

SEM – Scanning Electron Microscopy 

SSRT – Slow Strain Rate Test 

RT – Room Temperature 

TCD – Thermal Conductivity Detector 

UHSS – Ultra-High Strength Steel 

UTS – Ultimate Tensile Strength 
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1. Introduction and objectives 
The fact that hydrogen degrades various properties of metals has been known since 1874

[1]
. 

This degradation can be very critical for steels, in where the atomic hydrogen penetrates the 

steel causing hydrogen embrittlement, HE. The HE causes reductions in material properties 

like strength and ductility and can cause sudden premature failures, see Fig. 1. Although the 

material properties can return to normal when the hydrogen is removed, making the 

phenomena heavily dependent on the hydrogen levels in the metal
[2]

. It has been found that 

with a higher ultimate tensile strength, UTS, of steels the more susceptible it is towards HE
[2]–

[5]
, which makes a problem for ultra-high strength steels, UHSS. The UHSS is generally low 

carbon steels with UTS values above 800 MPa
[6]

, but it is only a loose definition. This thesis 

will involve UHSS with a martensitic structure and UTS values above 1400 MPa. 

Furthermore some customers will demand corrosion resistant products, which create a need 

for corrosion protection of the steels. The corrosion protection of UHSS is usually achieved 

by continuously electro galvanizing the steel, but this creates problems for martensitic steels. 

During the galvanizing, the steel is charged as the cathode which accumulates hydrogen on 

the steel. The hydrogen can then be absorbed into the steel and lead to HE with strongly 

reduced UTS values as a result
[2]

. 

 

Fig. 1 – Hydrogen embrittlement on a roll formed steel, with a crack initiation from the cutting edge and propagation 
perpendicular to the weld caused by hydrogen embrittlement. 

In recent years the automotive industry has employed increasingly stricter demands on several 

types of details. This has been leading to a transition of materials used. More and more of 

UHSS is being used for details in the automotive industry. This allows the manufacturer to 

both reduce the weight and increase the strength of the detail, giving the customer a safer and 

more environment friendly (since the fuel efficiency will improve) product. However this also 

requires the steel to have a long lifecycle and have a good corrosion resistance, especially in a 

safety detail like a crash beam. To achieve this, a protective zinc coating is deposited by 

electro galvanizing the steel, but simultaneously the steel gets charged with hydrogen. Today 

SSAB is able to produce electro galvanized martensitic steels with UTS of 1400 MPa, and is 

working on solutions to reduce the HE to be able to electro galvanize steels with even higher 

UTS.  
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This thesis work will consist of three different approaches on the hydrogen embrittlement 

issue. The first point is considered a long-term solution and the two following more realistic 

short-term solutions: 

 Creating a barrier layer 

By depositing a thin film onto the steel in a hydrogen free environment (e.g. PVD) a 

layer can be created without any initial hydrogen exposure. This layer will serve as a 

barrier that can limit the amount of hydrogen entering into the steel under the electro 

galvanizing, and instead stay inside the barrier layer. The barrier layer would 

preferably have a low diffusivity for hydrogen. 

 Decarburize the steel 

By decarburizing the surface of the steel the cutting edge might get better and 

therefore decrease the possibility of unexpected cracking, induced from the presence 

of hydrogen in the steel. Cracks originating from the cutting edge are a problem that 

some customers have encountered. 

 Hydrogen relief treatment 

By baking an electro galvanized steel at a relatively low temperature the diffusion of 

the hydrogen will increase. Thus the hydrogen will be driven to diffuse and desorb 

faster from the steel. Consequently lowers the hydrogen concentration in the steel to a 

level of no embrittlement. The relief treatment could also be considered as a follow-up 

step in the barrier layer solution. 

1.1. Aim and boundaries 
The aim of this thesis work was to examine the methods for protecting martensitic steels from 

its sensitivity to hydrogen embrittlement and evaluate how suitable the methods are towards a 

production line. This means that other important factors for HE, like the quality of  the cutting 

edges will mostly be ignored as this has been studied previously
[7]

. To be able to do so the 

samples was produced with similar parameters at the cutting step. It can then be assumed that 

the initial cracks formed by the cutting will be uniform for all samples. Furthermore the thesis 

will be limited to the steel type 1500M, which is a martensitic steel grade from SSAB with 

UTS around 1600 MPa that do not pass the HE-testing. This limitation was made so that 

different alloying elements/amounts clouding the results. Since most of the previous studies 

about hydrogen embrittlement have been focused on the mechanisms of HE and different 

types of steels susceptibility to HE, there is not much of a solution to prevent the phenomena 

to occur available. Nevertheless, three different possible approaches have been identified and 

will be tested and evaluated in this work.  
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2.  The hydrogen embrittlement 
Hydrogen embrittlement (HE), or hydrogen assisted cracking (HAC), is a phenomenon where 

material properties are reduced by absorbed hydrogen, e.g. strength and ductility. The 

dissolved hydrogen in the metal can give rise to a premature fracture, brittle in nature, when 

the metal is exposed to a static load well before an expected fracture. The hydrogen in the 

metal can be absorbed under manufacture, in cleaning processes like pickling or 

electrochemical processes like deposition of corrosion resistant coatings. The HE is separated 

into two groups depending on the origin of hydrogen. Hydrogen absorbed during 

manufacturing give rise to internal hydrogen embrittlement, IHE, while hydrogen absorbed 

during an application of the steel is called hydrogen environmental embrittlement, HEE. The 

IHE is especially problematic since the embrittlement is not always known by the customer, 

which can get surprised by the unexpected fractures. Absorbed hydrogen in a metal lattice can 

either occur as irreversibly trapped or reversibly trapped (often regarded as trapped and 

mobile/diffusible hydrogen). The reversibly trapped hydrogen is actually weakly bonded to 

dislocations and grain boundaries
[8]

, allowing the hydrogen to readily diffuse to areas 

experiencing high stress densities. HE occurs in many different pure metals and alloys with 

different types of crystal structures
[3]

. Although HE can be observed in a lot of metals the 

effects are very critical in high-strength martensitic steels with UTS exceeding 1000 MPa. 

Where even concentrations under 1 w-ppm of hydrogen can cause cracking and the HE only 

gets severer with higher UTS of the steel. The general way to cope with the high susceptibility 

for hydrogen in an electrochemically coated martensitic steel is to bake the steel at low 

temperatures and at relative long times. Though this allows for the hydrogen to desorb it can 

also lower the UTS quite significant and change the microstructure. This would force the 

manufacturer to make changes in the composition of the steel which is not a viable option in 

all cases. It is worth noting that there is ways to coat the material without an electrolytic 

component involving hydrogen. The readily available alternative would be to galvanize by 

hot-dipping. Though this operation removes or limits the hydrogen source, they introduce 

other problems such as high operating temperatures. Thus the martensitic steels are hard to 

give a hydrogen-free corrosion resistant coating without sacrificing the strength. 

2.1. Mechanism for hydrogen absorption 
The hydrogen in the steel can enter either from a gas or via corrosion, where the gaseous 

uptake can become a problem in HEE systems as welding or where the metal is used for a 

pipeline. Some of the hydrogen that dissolves in the steel accumulates at defects particularly 

in areas with triaxial tensions, in which the dislocation density is high. 

As will be shown, the hydrogen first adsorbs onto the metal surface on where it can 

accumulate, which gives a high concentration gradient between the metal-surface and metal-

bulk. This is one driving force in which allows the hydrogen to absorb into the metal and 

diffuse. 

The hydrogen concentration in steel that has not been exposed to hydrogen is approximately 

6*10
-5

 w-ppm, however the concentration of hydrogen can be driven to values well beyond 

one w-ppm in an electrolytic process
[3]

.  
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2.1.1. Adsorption processes 

The gaseous absorption occurs by the usual gas-solid interaction: physisorption, 

chemisorption and absorption (and desorption). A surface is generally an energetically 

favorable place for a gas molecule to position itself above. This allows for an interaction 

between the gas molecule and surface with weak and long van der Waals bonds, the molecule 

is then physisorbed to the surface. After the physisorption the molecule can start to dissociate 

its bonds within the molecule (e.g. the covalent bond between the hydrogen atoms) and 

replace it with a stronger and shorter covalent bond onto the surface. The hydrogen atoms has 

now chemisorbed to the surface of the metal. This process is also known as adsorption. When 

the hydrogen is chemically bonded to the surface it is free to migrate/diffuse around the 

surface to either: bond with another hydrogen and form a new gas molecule that then can 

leave the surface via desorption, or diffuse into the metal via absorption. Since the 

physisorption state is a much less energy dependent state it can spontaneously occur at RT. To 

achieve chemisorption requires the system to go through the intermediate state and overcome 

an energy barrier or activation energy,      
 . Although with an increased temperature or 

pressure the probability to overcome the energy barrier increases, making it more likely for 

adsorption. However once the atom have adsorbed it is in a much stronger state than the 

physisorbed so for two migrating hydrogen atoms to actually recombined and desorb requires 

them to overcome a much larger energy barrier,     
 . Studies has shown that physisorbed H2 

onto an iron surface had a binding energy of <20 kJ/mol and where the chemisorbed H-Fe 

binding energy was 282 kJ/mol
[8]

. 

Alternatively the hydrogen can absorb into the steel via corrosion processes, which occurs in 

cathodic partial reactions. These partial reactions also occur in development processes like: 

pickling, electro cleaning and primarily in electro galvanizing. This can also develop these 

partial reactions and can thus be included in the corrosion part for hydrogen uptake. For acids 

the partial reactions mentioned above may progress through following steps according to 

Bockris
[4]

: 

      -
    

 

→               (1) 

After this adsorption process (1), hydrogen can either absorb (2) into the metal or recombine 

to a hydrogen molecule and desorb (3) in a hydrogen evolution reaction, HER. Where in 

Bockris model these two processes, (2) and (3), are parallel and happens simultaneously. 

               (2) 

       

       
→               ( )    (3) 

Similarly for electrolytic processes the following partial reactions may occur in an electro 

galvanizing process. Depending on the pH in the solution adsorption of hydrogen to the 

cathode (steel) follows either (1) for low pH or if the pH is neutral or high, reaction (4) takes 

place: 

    -              - (4) 

There will also be absorption of hydrogen (2) and HER (3) from the cathode surface as well 

as the desired coating process of zinc (5) in this case. 

        -           (5) 
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At the anode the partial reactions will be, depending on pH of the solution: 

      

 
  ( )       - (6) 

    -      

 
  ( )   - (7) 

If the solution has a low pH reaction (6) will take place and if the pH is high reaction (7) will 

be active. Most common in the electro galvanizing process is that the electrolyte is acidic. We 

can thus see that it is expectable to have oxygen development at the anode and a hydrogen 

evolution reaction, HER, at the cathode. But on the cathode side there is also an unwanted 

absorption of hydrogen occurring. This can be a severe hydrogen source for electro 

galvanized steels susceptible towards HE. 

2.1.2. The diffusion of hydrogen 

A simple approximation of the diffusion distance, x, at a given time, t, (e.g. testing time) is: 

   √    (8) 

Where the diffusion coefficient, D, can be calculated from: 

       (      ⁄ ) (9) 

D0 is the temperature independent diffusion coefficient which for hydrogen in steel, T is the 

absolute temperature, R is the gas constant and Ea is the activation energy from the trap-site in 

where the hydrogen lays. This activation energy can vary greatly depending on the type of 

trap-site for the hydrogen. Frappart et al. has composed a summary of trap binding energies in 

a martensitic microstructure in where the energies varies from  0.3 eV to 0.6 eV 
[9]

. The 

diffusion coefficient for hydrogen in steel at RT is usually in the range of 10
-6

-10
-7

 cm
2
/s

[9]–

[11]
. Furthermore the diffusion of hydrogen atoms into a metal is dependent on a number of 

factors as
[3]

: 

 The hydrogen concentration gradient 

 Stress gradient 

 Material thickness 

 Composition and structure of the material 

 Residual stresses or cold working process 

 Non-metallic inclusions, cracks and blisters 

 Grain boundaries and dislocation densities 

2.2. Hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms 

Since its discovery in the 1870’s
[1]

 many attempts on describing the HE mechanism have been 

proposed
[5], [12]–[16]

. These mechanisms have been focused on pressure, decohesion, surface 

adsorption and enhanced plastic flow. Nevertheless, a basic principle is that the hydrogen will 

accumulate in the generated high-stress zones around crack-tips, where it accelerates the 

propagation of micro-cracks. This has sometimes been seen when a customer cuts the steel 

strip to smaller pieces. It is then a possibility that small cracks will form from the edge that 

was cut and if the steel has been exposed to hydrogen previously is there a possibility that 

these micro-cracks will spontaneously propagate. This crack propagation is partly due to 

residual stresses in the material from the cutting procedure which can activate the hydrogen 

embrittlement mechanisms. 
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2.2.1. Adsorption-induced dislocation emission 

The adsorption-induced dislocation emission, AIDE, model
[5], [12]

 might be the most complex 

of the mechanisms and it involves both dislocation movements and nucleation. As previously 

stated, external hydrogen will adsorb on the metals surface and sites like crack-tips is 

especially beneficial for the adsorption process. However the adsorbed hydrogen will weaken 

the intermetallic bonds several layers deep. If the material then is simultaneously experiencing 

a load, a nucleation of dislocations in the plastic zone and on the surface will begin, followed 

by a movement of dislocations away from the crack-tip. This dislocation nucleation and 

movement is what is called dislocation emission, but the nucleation of dislocations from the 

surface also causes a back-stress which then delays more dislocations to nucleate. Although 

the back-stress from the dislocation emission hinders nucleation of even more dislocations, 

micro-voids can form and grow ahead of the crack-tip which is caused by the dislocation 

emission.  These voids can form in slip band intersections or at a second-phase particle in the 

plastic zone ahead of the crack. For the internal hydrogen the same process applies but the 

diffusible hydrogen travels to crack-tips and voids along dislocation planes whereas it can 

adsorb at the crack-tip
[5], [12]

. When the crack then propagate the crack tip will become 

increasingly blunted slowing down the propagation. As the blunt crack-tip gets increasingly 

more difficult to propagate the combining of the blunt crack-tip with a smaller void will 

sharpen the crack-tip, allowing for faster crack propagation, Fig. 2a). The hydrogen 

movement to voids can happen as well when the hydrogen source is external, where the 

adsorbed hydrogen can absorb and move to the formed voids. The hydrogen adsorbed in the 

voids will analogously promote a growth within the voids resulting in a combining of voids 

called micro-void coalescence, MVC, illustrated in Fig. 2b).  This coalescence process with 

AIDE/MVC can be observable in the fracture as the MVC process forms smaller dimples 

within larger deeper ones, although the large dimples can be hard to spot in a fracture 

analysis
[5], [12]

. Depending on where the void formation most easily occurs in the system, it 

can cause both intergranular and transgranular fractions. In the intergranular case the void 

formation occurs on alternating slip-planes, causing a minimization of the back-stress in the 

dislocation emission
[5]

 and allows for a crack propagation through grains. 

 

Fig. 2 – Illustrations of the crack propagation in a) an AIDE mechanism b) a MVC mechanism.[5], [12]  
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2.2.2. Hydrogen-enhanced decohesion 

The hydrogen-enhanced decohesion, HEDE, model
[13], [14]

  is the oldest that is still in use and 

it involves charge-transfer and a weakening of interatomic bonds, leading to decohesion rather 

than dislocation slip. Consider a metal, e.g. iron, that in normal circumstances endures an 

applied stress. When absorbed hydrogen then is introduced, the metals unfilled 3d shell 

interacts with the 1s orbitals of hydrogen and thus weakens the strength of the bonds to the 

neighboring metal atoms. As the system is under stress this leads to decohesion in the 

weakened metal bonds, leading to a crack that will propagate to an unexpected fracture if the 

stress is high enough. Dislocation activity may be present around such decohesion sites, 

contributing to an increase in local stresses. Decohesion mainly occurs in specific sites ahead 

of crack-tips due to a requirement of both high hydrogen concentrations and stress 

concentrations. The diffusible hydrogen can accumulate at interstitial lattice sites with 

decohesion along slip planes, thus these sites would contribute to an intergranular fracture. 

Though it is debatable if the required elastic stresses can be achieved
[5]

, e.g. by strain-gradient 

hardening. The trapped hydrogen that appears in grain boundaries together with the diffusible 

hydrogen can give high enough hydrogen concentrations to give rise to decohesion, impurity 

segregation could also contribute to the decohesion. Decohesion in grain boundaries would 

give rise to a transgranular fracture. If the system also has an external source of hydrogen 

present, can decohesion appear at atomically sharp crack-tips due to adsorbed hydrogen. Fig. 

3 illustrates the decohesion mechanism occurring at three different sites in the material.  

 

Fig. 3 – The HEDE mechanism acting through weakening metallic bonds by (a) hydrogen in the lattice, (b) adsorbed hydrogen 
at the crack-tip, (c) hydrogen in particle-matrix interfaces. Where the small dots represent hydrogen atoms and the circles 
represent metal atoms. [5] 

2.2.3. Hydrogen enhanced localized plasticity 

In the Hydrogen enhanced localized plasticity, HELP, model
[15], [16]

 is the fracture caused by a 

highly localized failure that is made possible by hydrogen’s involvement
[4]

. The model 

suggests that due to hydrostatic stresses in the material can diffusible hydrogen reach high 

localized concentrations in stress zones, like crack-tips
[17], [18]

. When the hydrogen has been 

localized it then enhances the dislocation mobility by a shielding effect of elastic obstacles. 

The screening allows the dislocations to move at lower stresses since the local elastic energy 

has been minimized. Another effect of the hydrogen is that it will reduce the stacking fault 

energy, allowing for an increase in separation distance of Shockley partial dislocations
[19]–[21]

. 

This leads to an increase in dislocation movements, due to the localized enhancements to the 

plasticity resulting in a local decrease in strength. Enhanced dislocation movements have also 

been observed in closed Frank-Read sources with high hydrogen concentrations in its 

vicinity
[16]

. 
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As the hydrogen enhances the dislocation movements inside the hydrostatic stress zones, it 

follows that void formations will be present. With the formation of voids in the localized 

stress zone follows a possibility of a localized MVC process, see Fig. 4. So as well as the 

AIDE mechanism, dimples can be expected in the fracture. Depending on where the 

hydrostatic stress causes the hydrogen to be localized, both intergranular and transgranular 

fractures can be expected. 

 

Fig. 4 – A illustration of the HELP mechanism, involving a MVC process inside the localized plasticity zone.[5] 

2.2.4. Combinations of mechanisms 

Even though no unified mechanism for HE has been proven, it is thought that combinations of 

these mechanisms are taking place simultaneously
[5], [15]

. Since the described mechanisms 

behind HE uses the hydrogen for different roles to promote a subcritical fracture, it is entirely 

possible that these mechanisms can occur simultaneously and even support each other. For 

example, consider that hydrogen has adsorbed at a crack-tip on a sample with absorbed 

hydrogen inside. This would allow dislocations to nucleate at the surface and then move even 

more rapidly into the material due to hydrogen accumulated in the nearby hydrostatic stress 

zone. This AIDE-HELP mechanism would decrease the back-stress from the dislocation 

emission and allow for more dislocations to nucleate in a faster pace while still causing a 

MVC. The MVC that is primarily caused by the AIDE mechanism can also be supported by 

either HELP, in slip-plane intersections, or HEDE, in interstitial sites, Fig. 5a). Alternatively 

an MVC free hybrid-mechanism involving AIDE and HEDE could also be a prominent 

process in HE. In where decohesion produced from HEDE can act as a crack-tip sharpener, 

allowing for dislocation emission in the AIDE mechanism to interact with the sharp crack-tip. 

When the dislocation emission eventually has blunted the crack-tip and the back-stress is high 

enough to be disadvantageous for further dislocation emissions. Then the decohesion can take 

place to resharpen the crack-tip and  propagated away from the previously dislocation 

emission with high back-stresses, exposing new material in the now sharp crack-tip allowing 

for new dislocation emission to take place, Fig. 5b). Although many combinations from the 

effects of the main mechanisms behind HE can be composed to describe a fracture, is it hard 

to identify which type of mechanism or combination of mechanisms is behind a fractured 

material suffering from HE.  
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Fig. 5 – Examples of combinations of mechanisms. a) AIDE mechanism supported by HELP and HEDE as well as MVC. b) An 

alternating AIDE/HEDE mechanism with an absence of MVC.[5] 

2.3. Alloying and microstructures effect on HE 
As is widely known alloying elements has a large impact in the properties of steels. It is 

therefore unsurprising that it also has an effect on HE. Changing the composition affects 

parameters such as microstructure, grain size and carbide precipitations but also can change 

the susceptibility towards HE as well as the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen
[10]

. These 

factors can in turn influence the diffusion, solubility and critical hydrogen concentrations that 

affects the steels HE resistance. Nevertheless it is important to keep in mind that a change in 

the composition or microstructure can also change other material properties, thus making it an 

undesirable or simply too expensive way to counteract the HE problem. 
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3. Deposition techniques 
Today commercial steels with a corrosion resistant coating are coated with Zinc through 

either hot-dip galvanizing or electro galvanizing. Hot-dip galvanizing is a process where the 

steel passes through a Zinc-melt and the electro galvanizing process is an electrolytic 

deposition of Zinc. Both these processes have their advantages and disadvantages, though 

they are not the only technique in which one can achieve a deposition of a corrosion resistant 

coating. The reason for using zinc as a protective coating against corrosion is that it is less 

noble (more active) than steel in the galvanic series. This gives a cathodic protection of the 

steel. 

As mentioned the deposition techniques that is widely used for commercial martensitic steel 

with a corrosion resistant coating is continual electro galvanization. Although for an 

individual sample coating the range of techniques are a lot more numerous. Techniques as 

chemical vapor deposition, CVD, and hot-dip galvanizing had constrains as high temperature 

others as sputtering is less adapted towards large scale production with slow deposition speed, 

and was thus not used for deposition in this thesis. 

3.1. Continuous electro galvanizing 
Continuous electro galvanizing is a well-established process to create a corrosion protective 

layer with zinc. Though as it is very probable that there will be hydrogen entry that can lead to 

hydrogen embrittlement, HE, if the type of steel being coated is susceptible too hydrogen. The 

electrolyte used for the baths in the electro galvanizing can be of different types. The different 

types of baths all have different advantages and disadvantages over each other, but from a HE 

viewpoint the cathode current efficiency, CCE, might be the most important factor after the 

type off electrolyte used
[22]

. In a continuous electro galvanizing line for coating a steel strip 

the bath is almost exclusively an acid containing zinc
[23]

. The CCE is a measurement on how 

much of the applied current density in the process is used for the deposition. E.g. if the CCE is 

100 % then all of the applied current density is used for the deposition of zinc and none is 

wasted on a hydrogen evolution reaction, HER , even if it for acidic baths is a very small loss 

in CCE
[22]

. The reason to have the electrolytic deposition process at higher current densities is 

to get a faster deposition process, since the deposition speed, v, (in [µm/s]) can be worked out 

from
[23]

: 

   
     

     
 (10) 

Where ρ is the coating materials density [g/cm
3
], A is the area of the cathode [cm

2
] and t is the 

process time [s]. The total mass of the coating, w, can be calculated from by: 

   
      

   
 (11) 

With I as the applied current [A], Mw as the mole weight of the coating [g/mol], F is Faradays 

constant and z is the number of electrons involved in the deposition reaction on the cathode. 

Since the                   ⁄  one can see that the deposition speed is directly proportional 

to the current density and also inverted proportional to the process time. In steel strip coating 

production current density values up towards 700 mA/cm
2
 is not unheard of, albeit it depends 

on the type of bath used
[24]

. 

A Typical process line for continuous electro galvanizing is illustrated in Fig. 6. First off the 

line starts with a method to reconvert the steel coil to a strip, then there is a cleaning process 

before the galvanizing and it ends with packaging for easier storage. 
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Fig. 6 – The schematics of a typical electro galvanizing line for coating steel strips. This one is located in Dudelange in 
Luxemburg.  

Depending on the bath type used in the coating process the need for cleaning the steel varies, 

nevertheless it is the common procedure to start the process line with a cleaning cycle to 

ensure a good adhesion of the coating. The cleaning cycle typically contains the processes of 

electro degreasing, rinsing and acidic pickling (step 5-9 in Fig. 6). There is a potential for 

hydrogen uptake along the cleaning cycle but the potential amount of hydrogen absorbed in 

these steps is dwarfed by the actual galvanizing process
[25]

. 

A typical cell for galvanizing is illustrated in Fig. 7, in where the steel enters an anode box 

containing the electrolyte solution with zinc. Before entering the box the steel is cathodically 

charged on conductor rolls to complete the circuit. Since the zinc in the electrolyte is 

consumed by the deposition process the electrolyte is continuously replaced to maintain the 

same concentrations in the cell. To control the thickness of the generated zinc layer, the 

operator can change the process parameters of the line speed (changing the process time) or 

the applied current density in the cell. Usually the current density is held constant at 

maximum capacity for a fast deposition speed. 

 

Fig. 7 – Schematic of an the electro galvanizing cell, where the one-side coating cell only possesses anodes at one side of the 
strip and the two-side coating has anodes on both sides. The number of cells used in an electro galvanizing line and distances 

between electrodes can vary.[26] 
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3.2. Physical vapor deposition 
Physical vapor deposition or PVD is not a specific deposition technique but rather a 

compilation of similar techniques. The basis is that a solid is evaporated to a gas phase 

consisting of atoms, ions or molecules which travels through a vacuum/plasma to the 

substrate surface, at where the gas condenses forming a film. The process is usually 

performed in high vacuum which allows for the gas phase to have a very long mean free path 

which deters phenomenon as gas flows or formation of boundary layers, which can happen in 

a CVD process. A rough classification on the PVD processes would be the groups; sputtering 

and vacuum evaporation (the more traditional process which sometimes is associated to the 

term PVD). Each of these two can further be divided into subgroups of processes. A big 

advantage for the PVD processes is the relatively low process temperatures, which typically is 

in the range of 50-500 °C 
[23]

. This low process temperature for the substrate makes it possible 

for martensitic steels to be coated. Since martensitic steels should not be heated too much to 

ensure there is no loss in UTS and that the martensitic structure remains intact. The PVD 

processes have become very popular from the low process temperatures on the substrate and 

the possibility of coatings consisting from pure metals and alloys to inorganics such as 

ceramic films (produced with reactive PVD). 

A general shortcoming of the PVD processes (especially for vacuum evaporation) is that it is 

heavily dependent on “line of sight”. This means that surfaces of the substrate facing the 

source directly will get a thicker coating than surfaces facing the source with an angle. 

Although as the steel strip has a simple flat surface this would not be a big problem if one can 

employ two sources, one for each side of the strip for full coverage. One established coating 

process that have similar conditions to what a steel strip would have is the coating of 

aluminium on the inside of a crisp bag, where a plastic coil runs through a vacuum chamber 

where the aluminium is deposited on one side of the bag via vacuum evaporation. 

For the vacuum evaporation process can the source material be evaporated through a variety 

of means: thermally, resistively, e-beam. The gas then travels inside the chamber to the cold 

substrate on whereupon the gas condensates. By ensuring a high vacuum quality, one 

suppresses the chance of the evaporated source atoms reacting with an atmospheric atom. 

This could give ceramic contaminations in the coating, lowering the adhesion to the substrate. 

The evaporation methods are generally faster than sputtering but if the vapor pressure of the 

source material is too high, resulting in that the whole chamber will be coated. This can give 

problems as delamination from the chamber walls, contaminating the substrate and thus also a 

loss in efficiency of the substrates coating speed. 
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4. Experimental 

4.1. Testing equipment 
The testing of susceptibility towards HE was done with two different methods. In-situ 

constant load, where a sample was exposed to a load corresponding to 80 % of the UTS 

simultaneously as the sample was charged with hydrogen through an electrolytic cell. Slow 

strain rate testing, where a sample was tensile tested at very slow elongation rates. This allows 

for a choice to charge the sample with hydrogen beforehand or not, in the slow strain rate test. 

Testing method What it measures Advantages Disadvantages 

In-situ constant 

load 

 Time to fracture  Can go quickly 

 Gives a ranking between 

different materials 

 UTS needs to be known 

 Requires initial surveillance 

 Results may have a large 

variations 

 Poorly suited for materials with 

high hydrogen content 

Slow strain rate 

testing 

 Elongation (A80) 

 Tensile Strength 

 Time to fracture 

 Various other 

mechanical data 

 Collects data for both 

elongation and strength 

 Can test with and without 

hydrogen charging 

 Requires little surveillance 

 Time consuming 

 Hydrogen concentration is 

likely to decrease while testing 

 

All of the steel samples were cut with the same clearance on samples with equal thickness to 

avoid differences in the cutting edge. All samples were cut perpendicular to the rolling 

direction and from the center of the steel plate. The samples sizes were 20 mm in width and 

200-300 mm in length. The charging of hydrogen in both methods was performed with 0.5 M 

Na2SO4 as a noncorrosive electrolyte. The electrolyte was prepared by mixing 71 g/l of >99 % 

pure Na2SO4 powder (from Merck Millipore) with deionized water.  

4.1.1. In-situ constant load 

The in-situ constant load, CL, testing method used here was adopted from a procedure 

developed at Swerea Kimab
[24]

. First the UTS of the steel were determined for each steel 

grade and thickness. The UTS was measured with a regular tensile strength test in a Galdabini 

SUN 20. Once the UTS of the sample were known the in-situ CL testing could commence. 

The sample was mounted with an electrolytic cell in an Amsler 50 configured for static 

loading. Then a load equal to 80 % of the UTS was applied to the sample. As the desired load 

was reached, the electrolytic cell was prepared with the sample as cathode and a platinum 

wire as the anode. The cell was filled with electrolyte (0.5 M Na2SO4) and the current 

corresponding to a current density of 1.92 mA/cm
2
 was calculated from:       , where A 

is the whole surface area of the sample covered with electrolyte (both faces and both edges of 

the sample submerged in electrolyte). The current density of 1.92 mA/cm
2
 corresponds to 1 % 

of the loss in CCE in an electro galvanizing line
[24]

. When the current were applied, a timer 

was started which automatically stopped when the sample fractured. 
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Fig. 8 – Schematic figure and the actual in-situ constant load cell.[7] 

4.1.2. Slow strain rate testing 

The slow strain rate testing, SSRT, was performed both with and without a hydrogen 

pre-charge of the samples. The samples that not were subjected to pre-charging were either a 

reference or samples already electro galvanized (i.e. had already been exposed to hydrogen 

charging). In the pre-charging the sample was submerged in the electrolytic cell where the 

sample was connected as a cathode and a platinum wire as anode, a current equal to 1.92 

mA/cm
2
 was then applied. The pre-charging time as well as the current was monitored to 

ensure equal conditions of pre-charging among samples. 

The SSRT was done in a Zwick Z100 with an elongation rate of 5*10
-6

 mm/s. The machine 

monitored data as force, the travel distance (of the mounts) and test time.  

Manual measurements of the elongation was performed to account for the slip between 

mounts and sample in the SSRT rig. The elongation was measured as A80 where each sample 

was marked with 10 mm between markings. After the SSRT, measurements were made over 

the fracture to get the elongation and can then be calculated by: 

        
                                      

       
 

 

4.2. Methods investigated for reduction of hydrogen embrittlement 
Three different methods for reducing the influence of hydrogen were investigated. 

 Barrier layer – Hydrogen free coatings prior to hydrogen exposure 

 Decarburization – Create a softer surface by lowering the carbon concentration 

 Hydrogen relief treatment – Baking the steel after hydrogen exposure 
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4.2.1. Barrier layer 

Two different barrier layers were employed: copper by chemical deposition and aluminium by 

vacuum evaporation. The samples were first cleaned from grease and contaminations with 

ethanol. This was followed by dipping in pickling acid (5 % HCl) heated to 50 °C for 10 s to 

remove oxides, and rinsing in water then dried with a hair dryer. Then the samples were put in 

a beaker of ethanol and into an ultrasonic bath for 3 min, and dried afterwards again. When 

the cleaning was done the samples was ready for the different depositions, and samples 

without any coating were kept as references. 

The copper deposition was done by dipping the sample in a CuSO4 solution at pH=1 for 60 s, 

which gave a copper layer of approximately 1 µm. After the deposition the samples was 

rinsed in ethanol and water and then dried. 

The vacuum evaporation of aluminium were performed at Impact Coatings AB and samples 

with coating thickness of 0.5, 1 and 3 µm where made while the substrate temperature were 

kept low. 

The samples and references were then tested in in-situ CL and the aluminium coated samples 

was also tested in SSRT with a pre-charging time of 1 h and 0.1 h. The aluminium coated 

samples was also examined in SEM for characterization of the coating and coating quality. 

4.2.2. Decarburization 

A decarburization process was performed at the Duroc plant in Luleå. Since the 

decarburization process involves high temperatures in a controlled atmosphere, a control of 

the structure was performed on the samples cross section in LOM.  A composition analysis 

near the surface and in the bulk was also performed for the carbon concentration gradient with 

optical emission spectrometry, OES. The analysis revealed a structure of ferrite-perlite in the 

steel when they were received from the decarburization. A reference was taken from a plate of 

the same strip sent for decarburization which also had a ferrite-perlite structure that had to be 

made martensitic as well. 

To obtain a martensitic structure the samples was first heated to 900 °C and hold for 5 min in 

a tube furnace, and then quenched in water. After which the sample were placed in a salt oven 

for tempering the martensite at 200 °C for 2 min. The salt composition was of 51 mole-% 

NaNO3 of >97 % purity (from Acros organics) and 49 mole-% KNO3 of >99 % purity (from 

Scharlau). After this step some samples were taken. The rest of the samples were then baked 

in an oven for 4 h at 200 °C, to complete the tempering process giving a more fully tempered 

martensitic structure. To control the impact of the edge, some of the samples edges were then 

cut again to assure the heat treatments would not soften the edges and relax the induced 

stresses in the cutting. The samples were then analyzed in LOM to ensure the desired 

martensitic structure. The samples were then tested with in-situ CL. 

4.2.3. Hydrogen relief treatment 

The hydrogen relief treatment was performed on samples from production that had been 

electro galvanized. First the concentration of hydrogen in the samples was analyzed in a 

Horiba EMGA-620W/621W thermal conductivity detector, TCD. Both diffusible and total 

hydrogen concentration could be detected via hot extraction respectively melt extraction. The 

analysis was first carried out on the sample with the zinc coating, then the zinc were removed 

which allowed for detection of the hydrogen content in just the steel
[27]

. 

The samples were treated in an oven at 200 °C for 4 days as well as 150 °C for 11 days. After 

the treatment the hydrogen concentration of the samples were analyzed again. The samples 

were then tested in SSRT without any hydrogen charging. Untreated samples were used as 

references. Since the samples already had a high hydrogen concentration from the electro 

galvanizing, there was little reason for in-situ CL or hydrogen charging before SSRT.  
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5. Results 

5.1. Barrier layer 
A barrier layer of copper was created by chemical deposition though dipping a steel sample in 

CuSO4 solution, and an aluminium layer were deposited onto a steel sample by vacuum 

evaporation at Impact Coatings AB. 

5.1.1. In-situ CL 

The copper deposited onto the steel showed some improvement in the CL testing. However 

the data from the reference varied widely, Table 1. Furthermore the adhesion of the deposited 

copper was bad. After the in-situ CL test, the copper deposited onto the sample were gone 

from the sample and flakes of copper were found in the electrolyte. 

Table 1 – A summary of the copper depositions in CL test, with time to fracture as test parameter. 

Sample Average [min] Maximum [min] Minimum [min] 

Reference 71 115 56 

Old reference data 116 127 105 

1 µm Cu 130 148 119 

 

The aluminium coated samples showed a general improvement over the naked reference. 

Although the thickest coating, at 3 µm, had a shorter time to fracture than the reference, Table 

2. The adhesion of the aluminium coatings was good. Although in the electrolytic cell the 

aluminium coating were dissolved completely for the samples with a coating up to 1 µm and 

partially on the samples with 3 µm aluminium coatings. 

Table 2 - A summary of the aluminium depositions in CL test, with time to fracture as test parameter. 

Sample Average [min] Maximum [min] Minimum [min] 

Reference 33 35 32 

0.5 µm Al (uncoated edges) 59 59 59 

1 µm Al (uncoated edges) 51 54 49 

1 µm Al (full coating) 49 50 48 

3 µm Al (full coating) 26 28 25 

 

5.1.2. SSRT 

The SSRT results showed that hydrogen charging had a negative effect on the elongation, 

though the tensile strength remained at approximately the same level, Table 3. However, in 

respect of the elongation, the coated samples turn out to be worse than the uncoated. Contrary 

to the in-situ CL results a thicker coating managed to have a better elongation than the thinner 

coatings in the SSRT. Although like the in-situ CL, the hydrogen charging of 1 h caused the 

aluminium coating to completely dissolve for all coating thicknesses. Another hydrogen 

charging time of 6 min were also tested to see if the dissolving coating was responsible for the 

loss in elongation. Surprisingly the uncoated sample with 6 min of hydrogen charging 

received a worse elongation than the uncoated sample with 1 h of hydrogen charging. This 

was not the case for the coated samples where less time in the hydrogen charging was better. 

Another observation was that the gas evolution was much more intense in the hydrogen 

charging cell for the aluminium coated sample than an uncoated sample. 
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Table 3 – Summary of the SSRT tests on Al coated steel at different coating thickness and hydrogen charging times 

Sample Charging time [h] UTS [MPa] A80 [%] 

Reference 0 1472 4.5 % 

No coating 0.1 1450 4.2 % 

No coating 1 1458 4.3 %  

1µm Al (uncoated edges) 1 1446 3.4 % 

1µm Al (full coating) 1 1468 3.6 % 

3µm Al (full coating) 0.1 1451 3.9 % 

3µm Al (full coating) 1 1474  3.7 % 

5.2. Decarburization 

5.2.1. Structure transformation 

The structure of the received decarburized steel from the Duroc plant in Luleå was 

characterized in LOM, which shows a partially decarburized surface and a ferrite-perlite 

structure, Fig. 9a. Heat treatments were then done to receive the desired martensitic structure 

and characterized in LOM, Fig. 9b. To quantify the composition of the partially decarburized 

zone an OES analysis was performed near the surface and at 0.3 mm depth. The results show 

that the decarburized steel was as expected but had a surprisingly low amount of boron, Table 

4. 

Table 4 – Composition of decarburized steel at different depth and structures. The reference was of the same steel without any 
decarburization treatment. Values are expressed as weight-%. 

Sample Depth C Si Mn Ti B 

Received sample, 

ferrite-perlite 

Near surface 0.12 0.20 0.84 0.04 0.0003 

0.3 mm 0.21 0.20 0.84 0.03 0.0004 

Transformed sample, 

martensite 

Near surface 0.11 0.20 0.82 0.03 0.0001 

0.3 mm 0.22 0.20 0.84 0.04 0.0005 

Reference,  

martensite 

Near surface 0.22 0.20 0.83 0.03 0.0017 

0.3 mm 0.23 0.20 0.84 0.04 0.0021 

 

 

Fig. 9 – Structures of the cross section of the decarburized steel, pictures taken in LOM. a) Partial decarburized ferrite-perlite 
structure for  100 µm depth of the sample, magnification of 50x. b) Heat treated sample with a martensitic structure, 
magnification of 50x.  
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5.2.2. In-situ CL 

The decarburized steel shows a slight improvement for the martensitic structure over the 

reference. As for the extra tempered martensitic steel without any decarburization treatment 

the in-situ CL test lasted longer than the untempered. The samples that were tempered for a 

longer time had their UTS decreased from 1600 MPa to 1470 MPa. 

Table 5 – Summary of CL tests on decarburized steel and their references. Note that the extra tempered martensite has UTS at 
1470 MPa and the martensite has UTS at 1600 MPa. 

Sample Average [min] Maximum [min] Minimum [min] 

Reference, martensite 28 37 22 

Decarburized, martensite 38 48 31 

Reference, tempered 67 82 52 

Decarburized, tempered 56 56 55 

 

5.3. Hydrogen relief treatment 
Electro galvanized martensitic steel was tested if the hydrogen concentration could be 

lowered by heat treatment. 

5.3.1. Hydrogen concentrations  

The concentrations of hydrogen in the electro galvanized samples were measured with TCD, 

on both the sample with zinc layer and on a sample which was polished until the zinc were 

removed. The results show that the hydrogen concentrations were generally lowered by the 

relief treatment, Fig. 10. One can see that the 200 °C for 4 days were more effective than 150 

°C for 11 days. 

 

Fig. 10 – Hydrogen concentrations in the steel and zinc-layer. Where A, C and E is 1.2 mm thick and B, D and F is 1.0 mm thick. 
Furthermore the positions are: A and B from the inner coil, C and D from the split, E and F from the outer coil. 
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5.3.2. SSRT 

The SSRT results presented in Fig. 11 generally shows an improvement for treated samples in 

elongation over the untreated sample. The fall in UTS for the treated sample stems from the 

heat treatment in order to relief the steel from hydrogen. 

 

Fig. 11 – Plot from SSRT showing UTS vs. A80. Where A, C and E is 1.2 mm thick and B, D and F is 1.0 mm thick. 
Furthermore the positions are: A and B from the inner coil, C and D from the split, E and F from the outer coil. 
Blue is the untreated sample (reference). Red is the sample that was treated at 200 °C for 4 days. Green is the sample that was 
treated at 150 °C for 11 days 
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6. Discussion 
The in-situ CL method used here was developed for testing the susceptibility of different 

steels towards HE by ranking them from the time to fracture, although this method is not 

without any shortcomings. As a “quick test” a sample were taken and the edges were 

polished. With a rough polish of the edge, the time sample would last were prolonged from an 

average of 71 min to over 48 h (which was when the testing was interrupted). This points 

towards how dependent the in-situ CL test is towards the edge quality, which also might be 

the explanation to why some data had large variations. Another of the shortcomings to the in-

situ CL is that it is not really designed for testing materials that already is charged with 

hydrogen (e.g. electro galvanized steel). As the steel then already has a high concentration of 

hydrogen the effect of another charging would be diminished. 

As an alternative testing method, SSRT with hydrogen charging were used. As this method 

gives some insight on the fracture behavior of a hydrogen charged steel
[8]

 as well as the HE 

resistance
[28]

. Since the strain on the sample was increased during the test it can be performed 

for all types of samples. As this was a very slow method with strain rates typically in the 

range of 10
-5

-10
-6

 mm/s, a test could take up towards 1 day. Due to this limitation the project 

was restrained to only have single samples for the SSRT testing, which could explain some 

unexpected results in the elongation.  

6.1. Barrier layer 
The reasoning behind the choice of coating with vacuum evaporation was that the method is 

suitable for the substrate material in which it operates at low temperatures. The deposition 

speed is faster than sputtering and it is a quite simplistic method. Considering the methods 

industrial use today a production line for steel coils seems possible, although large 

investments needs to be done to develop such line. Some studies on electron beam 

evaporation onto steels has been made that further supports the possibility for a production 

application
 [29]–[31]

. As for the coating material in the vacuum evaporation process, zinc would 

be the most logical choice. Although, since zinc has a high vapor pressure the deposition 

process would occur in the whole chamber and not only the substrate. This made it hard to 

find anyone willing to create a zinc coating by vacuum evaporation. An alternative coating 

material was identified as aluminium, since aluminium is less noble than steel and also has a 

higher diffusion coefficient for hydrogen. Aluminium has also been the application of barrier 

layers in other studies
[29], [32]

 and the vapor pressure for aluminium does not pose a problem 

for the vacuum evaporation. 

In the barrier layer experiments both of the deposited materials (aluminium and copper) were 

gone after exposure to the in-situ CL testing, Fig. 12. The copper layer had a bad adhesion to 

the steel and therefore large flakes of copper could be seen in the cell during the experiment. 

This can be seen on the lower part of the sample in Fig. 12a).  Fig. 12b) shows how the 

aluminium layer has been dissolved after the in-situ CL treatment. In Fig. 12c) we can 

observe a cloudy part in the electrolyte which probably was due to the dissolved aluminium, 

as it was not present for the uncoated samples. One proposal of what happens with the 

aluminium layer, which otherwise had a good adhesion, was that the pH near the cathode gets 

higher as the hydrogen accumulates at the surface of the sample. This rise in pH increases the 

solubility of aluminium in water and corrodes the coating. This was a problem for the SSRT 

as well, since the aluminium coating had been dissolved for all the different coating 

thicknesses during the hydrogen charging. As the naked reference had a better elongation than 

the aluminium coated samples a question got raised if it was the dissolution of the coating that 

had a negative effect on the elongation. Therefore another hydrogen charging time were 

performed at a tenth of an hour in which the aluminium coating still was present after the 

charging. The result for the aluminium coating at shorter charging time was better compared 
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to the longer 1 hour charging. However, for the uncoated sample the elongation got worse 

with a shorter charging time. This made it hard to rule out if it was the dissolution of the 

coating that had a negative impact. More tests should be performed to get a better 

understanding and to draw better conclusions, perhaps with a pH buffer as electrolyte. 

An interesting study on the barrier effect of zinc in a permeability test concluded that the zinc 

acted as a reservoir for hydrogen rather than a barrier
[33]

. Thus the barrier function of the 

aluminium layer will be to prevent the hydrogen from reaching the steel. 

 

Fig. 12 – The dissolved deposited layers after in-situ CL testing in the electrolytic cell. a) 1 µm copper. b) 1 µm aluminium. c) 
Dissolution of the aluminium layer in the hydrogen charging step before SSRT. 

Another observation was that the gas evolution in the electrolytic cell was more intense for 

samples with the aluminium coating than the uncoated samples.  This implies another reaction 

mechanism for the hydrogen evolution reaction on the aluminium layer compared to the steel 

surface. 

The fracture surfaces were also analyzed in SEM, Fig. 13. It was hard to draw any conclusion 

on which type of mechanism that has taken place for the hydrogen charged sample, but lath 

martensitic structures has been reported to follow HELP as well as HEDE
[34], [35]

. As the 

HELP mechanism includes MVC progression resulting in dimples at the fracture surface this 

could be what was seen in Fig. 13c). This was also supported by the MVC formation found in 

the cross section near the fracture surface in Fig. 13d). Although the fracture surface in Fig. 

13a), which was not charged with any hydrogen, has striking similarities to the hydrogen 

fracture. This supports the proposal that HE fractures has a close resemblance to SSC 

fractures
[12]

. 
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Fig. 13 – SEM pictures of a) SSRT fracture of uncharged 3 µm Al coated steel at 3000x magnification, b) cross section surface 
of a 3 µm Al coated sample with the coating thickness measured to 2.7 µm, c) SSRT fracture of hydrogen charged 3 µm Al 
coated steel at 3000x magnification, d) cross section of hydrogen charged 3 µm Al coating near fracture surface with a possible 
intergranular MVC formation. 

6.2. Decarburization 
The decarburized steel was successful in respect to retain the decarburized surface after the 

structural transformation into martensite, as evident by the compositions in Table 4. Although 

it was observed that the boron concentration had decreased after the decarburizing compared 

to the reference, Table 4. The reference was taken from the same coil but was not sent to 

Duroc for decarburizing. 

If the hypothesis of a softer surface due to lower carbon content had a positive effect, is hard 

to say. There was an improvement of the martensitic structure against the reference, but the 

tempered decarburized steel lasted shorter times in the in-situ CL test than the tempered 

reference. Although it is worth noting that the decarburized steel near the surface had a lower 

hardness than in the bulk, but the bulk hardness and UTS were comparable to the reference 

samples. 

Interestingly enough, a sample that was already cut before the process to get a martensitic 

structure was tested in the in-situ CL and it did not break in 48 h. This was probably due to 

that the stresses induced in the cutting of the sample was resolved at 900 °C, which made it 

harder for the hydrogen to accumulate at dislocations created in the cutting. However, this is 

not a process that could readily be applied to production. 
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6.3. Hydrogen relief treatment 
The samples for the hydrogen relief treatment had a very high hydrogen concentration when 

they were received after electro galvanizing. The idea was that since the diffusion coefficient 

has a temperature dependency,       (      ⁄ ), a heat treatment at long times would 

increase the probability of hydrogen to diffuse to the surface and desorb. A temperature of 

200 °C was chosen as the zinc layer is liable to oxidize at temperatures above 210 °C 
[3]

, 

giving an esthetical unpleasing surface. The longer time the sample is treated at this 

temperature the higher the probability for removal of hydrogen. Studies have been done with 

baking times from 24 h to 40 days in RT, where the ductility loss was the at its highest after 

24 h and also the diffusible hydrogen concentration was at the highest
[36]

. This shows the 

importance of minimizing the diffusible hydrogen in the steel. 

An attempt to calculate the hydrogen concentration after a certain time was done by adapting 

calculations from heat diffusion theory
[37]

. This was done in the case of a non-stationary 

temperature field without any heat sources. Where it became a first order boundary value 

problem, which was adapted towards Fick’s second law and the sample were thought of as an 

infinite plate. The reason why this calculation was done rather than the error-function to solve 

Fick’s second law was due to the error functions limitation at long times. The calculation was 

then approximated towards uncoated martensitic steel with a diffusion coefficient of 10
-10

 

m
2
/s at RT. The calculation pointed towards that the majority of hydrogen would be desorbed 

after 4 days. Then the calculation was adjusted for a lower temperature, 150 °C, which would 

have the same hydrogen concentration at 11 days as 200 °C for 4 days. Nevertheless the 

concentration results after the heat treatment shows that much less hydrogen then expected 

had left the samples, Fig. 10. This result suggests that it was the thin zinc-layer that was the 

limiting factor in the relief process. To improve the calculations, a method to account for a 

coating material and the diffusion into the steel/coating should be implemented. Also 

permeability measurements for the actual diffusion coefficient and not use an approximation 

could improve the calculations. Although as the temperature increases the solubility of 

hydrogen in the steel will also increase, so a controlled atmosphere could also increase the 

efficiency in the treatment since the calculations assumes that no absorption of hydrogen 

occurs. 

Nevertheless there was still a general improvement in elongation after the relief treatment 

from the SSRT results. As discussed, the hydrogen concentrations were not as low as first 

expected after the hydrogen relief treatment. The sample treated at 150°C for 11 days showed 

almost no change in hydrogen concentrations, when the temperature was increased to 200°C 

was there however a drop in hydrogen concentrations. However some of the samples 

contained a higher concentration of diffusible hydrogen in the steel and zinc layer after the 

200°C treatment than before, Fig. 10. This might be due to that, hydrogen bounded in trap 

sites could leave these sites and become diffusible hydrogen (which has lower activation 

energy) in the heat treatment. If this was the case a longer time at the higher temperature 

might decrease the diffusible hydrogen concentration in the steel even further. This is an 

important question as it is thought that it is primarily the diffusible hydrogen in the steel that 

causes HE. Though some samples had a higher diffusible hydrogen concentration in the steel 

and zinc layer after the treatment at 200 °C for 4 days, which could be that the rather large 

portion of the hydrogen present near the zinc layer has been activated and diffused into the 

steel during the relief treatment. Furthermore the lower UTS in the SSRT results, Fig. 11, 

should however not be ascribed as an embrittlement effect but rather to the heat in the 

tempering process of the steel. 
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7. Conclusions 
 The barrier layer showed an increase in time to fracture for the in-situ constant load 

testing except for the 3 µm layer. However, the slow strain rate testing showed a 

decrease in elongations for samples with the aluminium coating. When the barrier 

layers dissolved during the tests, a modification of the experimental setup should be 

made to get a clearer picture. Furthermore the vacuum evaporation remains as a 

possible method for hydrogen-free deposition of a coating onto steel.  

 The decarburized steel was in fact softer near the surface, and the decarburized steel 

showed a small improvement in time to fracture in the in-situ constant load test. 

Although the extensive process route to obtain a decarburized surface for a slightly 

better resistance towards hydrogen embrittlement, it is doubtful if it is worth the gain. 

 The hydrogen relief treatment, remains as an interesting solution and possibly the most 

realistic approach to be implemented into production. Nevertheless, more focused 

testing would be needed and an optimization to process parameters such as 

temperature, time and atmosphere. 

Altogether it seems that the hydrogen relief treatment is most promising and cost effective 

method, but it will not solve the hydrogen embrittlement problem completely.  

It is however quite clear that the quality of the edge is an important factor, and one could 

either pursue to eliminate the hydrogen in the steel or educate the customers to be more 

gentle when cutting the steel.  

7.1. Considerations for further studies 

 Modify the in-situ CL testing with another electrolyte with a lower pH and a higher 

buffer capacity 

 Study if the aluminium coating persists in an electrochemical deposition of zinc. As 

there will be a continually deposition onto the aluminium, this might protect the 

aluminium from dissolving. 

 Are there other elements that would be better suited than aluminium to be deposited? 

Zinc, nickel or copper might be worth investigating. 

 Further investigate the effects of temperature and time in the hydrogen relief treatment 

trying to optimize the process. 

 Test if a protective atmosphere for the hydrogen relief treatment has a positive effect 

and, if so, examine what type of atmosphere should then be used. 

 Improvements on the diffusion calculations for optimizing the baking time and 

temperature and include the diffusion from the substrate to coating diffusion. 
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